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VISION
To be a centre of excellence in Computer Science
and Engineering education, focus on research,
innovation and entrepreneurial skill development
with professional competency.
MISSION
M1 : To provide state of the art ICT
infrastructure and innovative, research
oriented teaching learning environment and
motivation for self-learning & problem solving
abilities by recruiting committed faculty.
 M2 : To encourage Industry Institute
Interaction & multi-disciplinary approach for
problem solving and adapt to ever changing
global IT trends.
 M3 : To imbibe awareness on societal
responsibility and leadership qualities with
professional competency and ethics.
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EVEN T S

HOD’S DESK
The objective is execution of all the routine activities as per three fundamental principles of
human knowledge : "Lead me from Darkness to Light" (Tamaso Ma Jyotirgamaya"): "Lead me
from falsehood to Truth"(asato ma sad gamaya"); and "Lead me from Mortality to
Immortality”. Computer Science and Engineering happens to be the back bone of any industry
with amazing versatility. The department of strives to train students in computer science as
well as application of these scientific methods to conceive, organize and carry out scientific
design of engineering system and also ethics.

Live out of your imagination, not history.
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20-02-2016
We were privileged to have Mr. Bharath Kumar from
Hinduja Tech. The talk was for us to be educated
upon SAP’s Innovative Enterprise Solutions. The
professionalism that was carried resonated through
every recipient of the room. The audience was
enticed by the talk, by gathering knowledge on a
deeper understanding towards the inside story of
the IT corporate industry. On this day, everybody
had an insight on a higher level towards the use and
application and the huge artillery of the technology.
We were honoured to have a guest lecture from
Hinduja Tech who is a part of a multibillion dollar
Hinduja Group with its presence spread across UK,
USA, Germany, France, Japan and India.
10-10-2015

Being a member of the CSI has its perks. Among various events
that have been conducted the pick and speak was one
such enticing event. The event was very well
coordinated and organized. To add a flavour of fun to
the event, there was both an opportunity for technical
and non – technical speakers as well. The event was
crisp and maintained a perfect time frame to suit the
events standards. Many teachers encouraged many
students who took up stage and spoke to their heart’s
content.

29-03-2016
The abbreviated word CSI that stands for
‘Computer Society of India’ has echoed
through the halls of JIT like none other.
CSI was introduced to us in the very
beginning years shifting and crafting the
sceptical and naïve mind of every young
aspiring student of JIT. The event was
bloomed with the courtly presence of
Mrs. Bhanumathi K.S who was the then
chairperson of CSI Bangalore Chapter
along with Dr. P. Selvaraj who is a senior
scientist, Group Director in ADA,
Bangalore. The event surely nurtured the
young minds with the wisdom from such
high profile dignified scholars.

You only live once, but if you do it right once is enough.
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